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First, a word game
“Fish” is to “gill” as
(A) “Oyster” is to “shell”
(B) “Penguin” is to “wing”
(C) “Whale” is to “flipper”
(D) “Mammal” is to “lung”

“Flake” is to “snow” as
(A) “Storm” is to “hail”
(B) “Drop” is to “rain”
(C) “Field” is to “wheat”
(D) “Stack” is to “hay”

“Storage” is to “water” as
(A) “Space” is to “matter”
(B) “Bottle” is to “beverage”
(C) “Warehouse” is to “box”
(D) “Federal” is to “state”
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Storage and Water
• The distinction is foundational to the Civil Works
program—not just to the water supply program.
• From the early Congressional debates:
“[T]he United States does not control the water. It controls only the
reservoir sites in which the water may be collected. The water is
under the control of the States.” 29 Cong. Rec. 1948-1949 (1897)
(Cong. Lacey). “It is the State alone that owns and controls the water,
under the constitution of our States; and I suppose that is true under
the laws of every State.”

FEDERAL
DOMAIN
• Storage allocation
• Reservoir management
for authorized purposes

• Clear Definitions
• Water & Storage Accounting

Cooperative federalism at
Corps Reservoirs…

STATE
DOMAIN
• Water allocation
• Water rights
• Water permitting

“Storage” Accounting
1. Water for all conservation purposes is commingled in the
Conservation Pool.
2. Storage Accounting is used to determine how much is held for
each User.
3. Divide the Conservation Pool into virtual “storage accounts,” the
size of each account being the volume it can hold.
4. Account for all gains and losses to the Conservation Pool daily
a. Allocate inflow based on State-granted water rights
b. Debit withdrawals and releases to the appropriate user
c. Distribute “unallocated” gains and losses proportionally
5. If any account is full, redistribute inflow appropriately

Practical issues
1. How many of the required inputs are actually measured?
2. Who does the accounting?

Legal Issues
1. What is the limiting principle to keep State water allocations from
frustrating federal objectives or interfering with authorized
purposes?
2. What about riparian States?
a. In the absence of a State allocation rule, inflow can be
distributed proportionally.
b. All States are on “equal footing” vis-à-vis the Corps in relation
to their authority over water, so it is up to the States
c. Many riparian states have regulatory regimes that
approximate Western water rights.
3. Can States assert authority they have not traditionally asserted?

Cobb County-Marietta Water Authority

Using Storage Accounting to Define State
Permit Rights
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The 1963 Storage Contract
• Water Supply Act storage
contract executed in 1963
• Provides right to use
13,140 af of storage
• Expected to yield 34.5
mgd, but no limits on
withdrawals
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The 1963 Storage Contract
ARTICLE 1. WATER STORAGE SPACE. - The
Authority shall have the right to
utilize storage space No. 1 for ... for
municipal and industrial use as deemed
necessary by the Authority and to make
such diversions as granted to the
Authority by the State of Georgia to
the extent such storage space will
yield....
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CCMWA’s Efforts to Increase Supply
• Requested additional storage from Corps in 1981
• Asked that “return flows” from reclamation
facilities be credited to CCMWA
• Request for credit (correctly) rejected by Corps
The issue of rights to return flows arises when
a project serves more than one water supply
sponsor or more than one conservation purpose.
The Corps presently treats all inflows the same
without regard to previous use of the water.
The Corps has no authority to grant rights to
water that has been withdrawn, used, and then
released. The States grant water rights and
regulate water use.
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The Corps Declines to Act on CCMWA’s
Reallocation Request
• In 1990, Corps withdraws reallocation study due
to litigation by Alabama, but demands CCMWA’s
continue to increase
• Expectation was that litigation would be resolved
relatively quickly and easily
– “Live and Let Live” agreement between States
and Corps allows CCMWA to continue to make
reasonable increases in withdrawals
• Interstate compacts dissolved in 2003 and 2004
without agreement
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The 2007 Drought
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The Corps’ Storage Accounting
•

In response to pressure from Alabama, Corps
implements “storage accounting” at Allatoona Lake

•

Concludes that CCMWA withdrawals exceed yield of
storage, but accounting system has many errors

•

CCMWA provides detailed comments and corrections
but the Corps never responds
Recently, questions have been raised about whether CCMWA has made
more use of storage space than is provided in the storage contract. Based
on information you have provided. calculations have been made to
determine the amount of storage used by CCMWA. Our preliminary
calculations indicate that CCMWA has substantially exceeded the storage
allocation provided in the water supply storage contract.
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Made Inflows
• CCMWA works to increase supply without an
additional storage from the Corps
• Strategy focuses on “made inflows”
– Reclaimed water returned to the reservoir
(“return flows”)
– Releases from Hickory Log Creek Reservoir
upstream of Allatoona Lake
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Made Inflows
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State of Georgia Allocates Made
Inflows to CCMWA
• CCMWA initially secures rights to made inflows
from the State of Georgia, but Corps declines to
credit water consistent with State’s allocation
• State of Georgia promulgates regulations
clarifying authority to allocate made inflows
• State of Georgia amends CCMWA’s permit to
allocate return flows and releases from Hickory
Log Creek
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State of Georgia Allocates Made
Inflows to CCMWA
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CCMWA Files Suit to Protect Its StateGranted Water Rights
This case is about water rights granted to Plaintiff Cobb-Marietta by
the State of Georgia at Allatoona Lake, a reservoir operated by the United
States Army Corps of Engineers.
The Corps’ decision to allocate water rights in a manner contrary to Georgia
law violates basic principles of federalism governing federal water projects
and the allocation of water rights. As sovereign entities in our federal
system, States have “inherent authority ... to regulate the use of water”
within their borders. Kansas v. Nebraska, 135 S. Ct. 1042, 1066 (2015). The
Supreme Court has called this “power to control ... public uses of water”
within their borders “an essential attribute of sovereignty,” United States v.
Alaska, 521 U.S. 1, 5 (1997), and it is “well-established ... that States do not
easily cede their sovereign powers, including their control over waters
within their own territories,” Tarrant Reg’l Water Dist. v. Herrmann, 133 S.
Ct. 2120, 2132 (2013). Thus, unless specifically preempted by federal law,
the authority to allocate water rights is reserved to the States under the
Tenth Amendment to the United States Constitution.
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The Corps’ Reconsideration and Legal
Analysis
•

The Corps agrees to stay CCMWA’s litigation and to
reconsider its storage accounting.

•

Issues “legal analysis” providing rationale for its storage
accounting rules.

•

Legal analysis acknowledges that CCMWA permit...

•

–

“purports to allocate the right to use or store ‘made inflows’ in
Lake Allatoona”

–

“the Corps takes no position on the validity of this permit under
state law”

But the Corps claims...
–

Language in CCMWA’s permit makes allocation subject to Corps’
storage accounting rules

–

Therefore, Corps storage accounting that denies credit for made
inflows does not interfere with any State water right
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CCMWA’s Permit Amendment
• CCMWA petitions State of Georgia in response to
Corps’ assertions in its legal analysis
• State issues an amended permit “to clarify EPD’s
original intent” in allocating made inflows
– CCMWA is permitted to impound and withdraw all
made inflows allocated to CCMWA
– The total volume of water in storage does not exceed
volume storage allocated to CCMWA under the 1963
storage contract
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CCMWA’s Permit Amendment
• Permit incorporates “water accounting system” to
“implement EPD’s allocation of made inflow”
• Quantifies, on a daily basis, the amount of water
CCMWA is entitled under State law to impound
and withdraw
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Role of Storage Accounting in Other
Disputes
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Other issues
• Passthrough flows
• Terminal storage
• Access to natural flows
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Questions?

